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Ring Sizers
Using these two sizers, you should be able to determine the American ring size of
your ring or your finger!  Instructions for using them are below.  Print this page on

the highest quality setting of your printer.  Some printers introduce slight distortions

in the sizes of printed pieces.  To verify that you have an accurate printout, measure

the distances between the ends of the pieces shown below.  They should measure

the exact distance that is shown next to the figure.

The Ring Sizer

This figure will help you determine the

size of a ring that you want to measure.

You might want to print it on or glue it to

stiff Bristol board.  Cut out the sizer on

the heavy outside lines. Place the sizer
through the finger hole in the ring and

read the size that is closest to where

the ring rests (make sure both sides

are even).  Half sizes are indicated by

the thin line between sizes.

The Finger Sizer

This figure will help you determine the size
of your finger.  Print on paper or flexible

polyester (make sure that whatever you use

is compatible with your printer!).  Cut out the

sizer on the heavy outside lines.  Wrap it

around your finger with the lines facing
outward.  Read your size where the short

end meets one of the size markings.  Keep

in mind that a ring with a wide shank will

need to be as much as a size bigger to pass

over the knuckle, than one with a thin shank.

Disclaimer:   This information is provided for guidance only.  No guarantees are provided or implied, and we accept no

responsibility for the use of the information. Copyright 1999 Cynthia Snoddy


